
GAS-TIGHT CHAMBER FURNACE PKR 

Simply set your program and heat treatment in protective atmosphere 
can begin

Precisely defined atmosphere protection to protect the surface of the charge from unwanted alteration and to ensure that the surface changes on the processed 
material are exactly as you require and nothing else. This furnace boasts low gas consumption; a great advantage when working with expensive gases like 
Argon, and of course the PKR can be set up for other standard gases such as nitrogen, forming gas, etc. If you would like to work at higher temperatures, an 
Inconel retort is available for an additional fee. The standard PKR refractory stainless retort can be used at temperatures up to 950 °C, the Inconel retort allows 
the furnace to be used at up to 150 °C more.

950  / 1100 °C

Robust industrial designMechanical resistanceProtective atmosphere Chemical resistance

24

PKR  55/95

On-site installation possible upon request Custom adjustment Dispatch in as little as 9 weeks Silent operation Prompt customer support24-month warranty



Standard furnace equipped with:
•HtIndustry / Ht205 controller (30 programs of 15 steps each)
•heating coils wound on ceramic tubes outside the working area of the furnace
•door sealing
•manually controlled ventilation flap for cooling the inner retort
•manual door opening to the side
•limit unit
•automatically controlled protective atmosphere inlet for one gas type (without vacuum pump)
•vacuum pressure gauge for vacuum control in the retort
•vacuum pump connection inlet
•G½” adapter for connecting cooling collar rubber hose 
•thermistor for temperature control flange, signaling the presence of coolant in the retort collar
•overpressure valve at the retort gas input point with pressure 4-6 mbar
•ammeters to check the status of the heating elements (number depends on the number of stages involved in heating)
•type ‘S’ thermocouple 
•contactless solid state relays for silent operation
•limit end-switch for safe opening of the furnace
•freestanding design 

Optional accessories for additional charge:
•spare retort of refractory stainless steel
•pump for extraction of the atmosphere after processing
•automatically controlled ventilation flap for cooling outside of the retort
•charge thermocouple and Ht40 temperature display unit
•controlled forced cooling (according to input cooling curve)
•automatically regulated suction cooling with ventilation flaps (no fan)
•graphic temperature recorder
•optimization of the temperature field to meet DIN 17052-1 ΔT20 °C norms in the inner useable furnace
 (in empty furnace at Tmax)
•calibration of the measurement loop
•interface RS232 or EIA485 (including cable and software)
•HtMonit set (software and interface)
•Inconel retort
•custom gas setup (increased emissions, flow etc.)
•custom stand

Note: Always consult with our technical office when combining optional accessories.

950  /  1100 °C

Model Tmax Tmax for long-term 
operation

Volume Outer dimensions
(wxhxd)

Inner dimensions retort
(dxw)

Input Weight Protection * Voltage Max. floor load

PKR 35/95

PKR 55/95

PKR 130/95

PKR 180/95

PKR 350/95

950

950

950

950

950

24

28

77

94

242

1400x1450x1300

1450x1450x1300

1450x1450x1550

1650x1650x1550

1800x1750x1850

250x490

272x485

372x715

412x710

542x1050

850

850

850

850

850

400

570

950

1050

1350

20/3

25/3

40/3

50/3

80/3

400

400

400

400

400

75

150

200

200

300

11

13

21

29

50

°C °C l mm mm kW kg V kg

*Protection may vary according to the optional accessories selected.

Retort of PKR furnace

Subject to technical changes. 



GAS-TIGHT CHAMBER FURNACE
WITH AIR CIRCULATION PKRC
A better PKR. With circulation of the inner atmosphere for precise
temperature distribution

The same applies to this furnace as to the PKR; it features precisely defined atmosphere protection to protect the surface of the charge from unwanted effects, 
low gas consumption, options for argon, nitrogen, forming gas, etc. In addition, the PKRC’s circulation of the inner atmosphere gives it even better temperature 
distribution properties than the PKR. An Inconel retort is also available for the PKRC for an additional fee. A retort of this material allows the furnace to work at 
temperatures up to 150 °C higher than a standard stainless retort. The PKRC can also be adjusted to work as a nitriding furnace upon request.

950  / 1100 °C

Uniform temperature distribution Chemical resistance Robust industrial designMechanical resistance

24

PKRC 55/95

     
     
  

On-site installation possible upon request Custom adjustment Dispatch in as little as 9 weeks Silent operation Prompt customer support24-month warranty



Standard furnace equipped with:
•HtIndustry / Ht205 controller (30 programs of 15 steps each)
•heating coils wound on ceramic tubes outside the working area of the furnace
•door sealing
•manually controlled ventilation flap for cooling the inner retort
•manual door opening to the side
•limit unit
•automatically controlled protective atmosphere inlet for one gas type (without vacuum pump)
•vacuum pressure gauge for vacuum control in the retort
•vacuum pump connection inlet
•G½” adapter for connecting cooling collar rubber hose 
•thermistor for temperature control flange, signalling the presence of coolant in the retort collar
•overpressure valve at the retort gas input point with pressure 4-6 mbar
•ammeters to check the status of the heating elements (number depends on the number of stages
 involved in heating)
•type ‘S’ thermocouple 
•contactless solid state relays for silent operation
•limit end-switch for safe opening of the furnace
•freestanding design

Optional accessories for additional charge:
•spare retort of refractory stainless steel
•pump for extraction of the atmosphere after processing
•automatically controlled ventilation flap for cooling outside of the retort
•charge thermocouple and Ht 40 temperature display unit
•controlled forced cooling (according to input cooling curve)
•automatically regulated suction cooling with ventilation flaps (no fan)
•graphic temperature recorder
•Inconel retort
•custom gas setup according to customer specification (increased emissions, flow etc.)
•custom stand
•cast-iron propeller
•optimization of the temperature field to meet DIN 17052-1 ΔT20 °C norms in the inner useable  
 furnace (in empty furnace at Tmax)
•calibration of the measurement loop
•interface RS232 or EIA485 (including cable and software)
•HtMonit set (software and interface)

Note: Always consult with our technical office when combining optional accessories.

950  / 1100 °C

Model   Tmax Tmax for long-term 
operation

Volume Outer dimensions
(wxhxd)

Inner dimension retort
(dxw)

Input Weight Protection * Voltage Max. floor load

PKRC 55/95

PKRC 130/95

PKRC 180/95

PKRC 350/95

950**

950**

950**

950**

24

69

83

225

1450x1450x1450

1450x1450x1950

1650x1650x2050

1800x1750x2350

272x410

372x635

412x620

542x975

850***

850***

850***

850***

600

980

1100

1380

25/3

40/3

50/3

80/3

400

400

400

400

150

200

200

300

13

21

29

50

°C °C l mm mm kW kg V kg

*Protection may vary according to the optional accessories selected.
** In case of using retort from Inconel material and cast-iron propeller up to 1100 °C.
*** In case of using retort from Inconel material and cast-iron propeller up to 1000 °C.

Retort of PKRC furnace

Automatic protective atmosphere inlet

Subject to technical changes. 

3D model of inner atmosphere circulation in PKRC furnaces



ASHING FURNACE LZ       
Especially designed for ashing in the laboratory

The LZ furnace ideal for the oxidation of samples and for testing to determine ash quantity. It is also suitable for any applications in which ample fresh air and 
also exhaust from the furnace atmosphere are required. Air is circulated throughout the internal furnace chamber and exchanged from six to twelve times 
per minute, depending upon the furnace temperature. The oxidation process is supported by the strong flow of oxygen. Air is preheated before it enters the LZ 
furnace chamber, thus allowing uniform distribution of heat even at high-temperature operation.

 1100 °C

6 to 12-time air circulation/60 s Exhaust chimneyPreheated air

24

LZ 03/11

On-site installation possible upon request Custom adjustment Dispatch in as little as 3 weeks Silent operation Prompt customer support24-month warranty



Standard furnace equipped with:
•Ht40AL controller (1 program: 2x ramp, 2x soak)
•heating elements in ceramic panels
•mineral fiber insulation panels
•type ‘S’ thermocouple 
•contactless solid state relays for silent operation
•limit end-switch for safe opening of the furnace
•manual door opening downwards
•desktop design

Optional accessories for additional charge:
•HtIndustry / Ht205 controller (30 programs of 15 steps each)
•protective floor plate
•calibration of controller input measurement 
•interface RS232 or EIA485 (including cable and software) 
•HtMonit set (software and interface)

Note: Always consult with our technical office when combining optional 
accessories.

1100 °C

*Listed furnace height includes chimney.
**Protection may vary according to the optional accessories selected.

Model Tmax Tmax for long-term 
operation

Volume Outer dimensions*
(wxhxd)

Inner dimensions
(wxhxd)

Input Weight Protection ** Voltage

LZ 03/12

LZ 05/12

LZ 09/12

LZ 15/12

1200

1200

1200

1200

3

5

9

15

380x940x400

430x970x430

430x1005x500

450x1005x600

180x100x140

230x130x170

230x170x240

250x170x340

1100

1100

1100

1100

20

26

30

40

16/1

16/1

16/1

16/1

230

230

230

230

1,2

2,4

3,0

3,5

°C °C l mm mm kW kg V

Max. floor load

4

6

6

6

kg

Subject to technical changes. 

3D model of inner atmosphere circulation in LZ furnaces



ECONOMY LABORATORY FURNACE LE 
A more economical version of our classic L furnace designed for shorter 
periods of use.

The LE lab furnace may not be quite as robust as the L furnace, but it can definitely boast an impressive price/performance ratio. The LE will serve you just as 
well as the L furnace in testing, trials and treatment. Just don’t expect it to run 24/7; if you need that, the L furnace will be a better choice. 

 1100 °C

Adjustable air supplyRapid achievement of Tmax Great price

24

LE 09/11

On-site installation possible upon request Custom adjustment Dispatch in as little as 2 days Silent operation Prompt customer support24-month warranty



Standard furnace equipped with:
•Ht60B controller (regulation to a constant value)
•heating elements encased in quartz tubes
•mineral fiber insulation panels
•ventilation chimney for ventilation of the furnace chamber
•sliding lever in door for controlling air supply
•type ‘K’ thermocouple 
•contactless solid state relays for silent operation
•limit end-switch for safe opening of the furnace
•manual door opening downwards
•desktop design

Optional accessories for additional charge:
•Ht40P controller (10 programs, 15 steps)
•injector with exhaust fan and draft diverter for fume extraction
 (only with controller Ht40P)
•protective atmosphere inlet (manually or automatically controlled gas supply)
•calibration of controller input measurement
•interface RS232 or EIA485 (including cable and software)
•HtMonit set (software and interface)

Note: Always consult with our technical office when combining optional
accessories.

1100 °C

* Outer dimensions calculated with closed door.
**Protection may vary according to the optional accessories selected.

Model Tmax Tmax for long-term 
operation

Volume Outer dimensions*
(wxhxd)

Inner dimensions
(wxhxd)

Input Weight Protection ** Voltage

LE 05/11

LE 09/11

LE 15/11

1100

1100

1100

5

9,4

14,4

470x310x455

490x350x515

550x350x565

170x130x230

190x170x290

250x170x340

1000

1000

1000

20

24

28

16/1

16/1

16/1

230

230

230

1,8

2,3

3,0

°C °C l mm mm kW kg V

Max. floor load

6

6

6

kg

Time needed to reach Tmax

31min.17 min.

1100  °C

1000  °C

Heating elements in glass tubes

Sliding lever in the door controlling
air supply

LE 09/11

Subject to technical changes. 
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